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THE PRIMARY STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF NOOTKA

1. Grammatical Notes

a. THE GENERAL FORM OF NOOTKA W6RDS

The structural elements of Nootka consist of stems; suflSxes, which

are almost as numerous as stems; and infixes, which are Umited in

number and application. The morphological processes employed are

suflSxation and internal stem changes, including reduphcation, changes

of vowel quantity, and infixation. Sufiixation, which is the most im-

portant process, is often accompanied by internal stem changes, but

internal change may function apart from suffixation. The morpho-

logical processes often involve purely phonological adjustments, in-

cluding vowel contraction, glottahzation, 'hardening', 'softening', and

rhythmic modifications of vowel length. Some changes are irregular

and may be regarded as examples of fusion or suppletion.

The major word classes are normal words and particles. Normal
words are made up of a stem with derivative suffixes, ranging generally

from none to four or five, and are always defined as to aspect (see 240).

There is an aspect inflection for all normal words; it is ordinarily

expressed by suffixes, changes of vocalic quantity, and reduplication.

Normal words have a distributive form, ordinarily made by reduplica-

tion or by infixed or sufl&xed elements, as well as a primary form.

Particles, which include imitative words, interjections, a few imperative

particles, and a very few syntactic particles, tend to occur in a fixed

form, though a few of them are inflected or take certain incremental

suffixes.

All normal words express a potential predication, which becomes an

actual predication on the addition of paradigmatic suflSxes (see 242-3).

This statement applies to words corresponding to English verbs, adjec-

tives, nouns, prepositions, and adverbs. Thus;

Non-predicative Predicative

or supplemental

wala 'kma qo '^as he goes, being a man qo *^as7na he is a man
== a man goes
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wala'kma ^i*h he goes, being large ^i'hma* h§ is large

= a large one goes

eiqiPkma ^o 'kHl qo '^as he speaks, ^o -kHlma qo *^as he is to

being to him, being a man = he him, being a man = he

speaks to a man does (it) to a man, he is

in some relation to a man
wala'kma ^athiya he goes, being at ^athiyama wala'k he is at

night = he goes at night night, going = it is at

night that he goes

Suffixes fall into two classes: (1) formative suffixes, which are added

to a theme (i.e. a stem or a derivative form) and which either make a

derivative theme or indicate the aspect; (2) incremental suffixes, which

are added only to formally complete words and which express notions

of time, voice, mode, person and number of subject and object, and

other notions. There are some important phonological differences

between the two classes, e.g. (a) before incremental suffixes primary

labialized gutturals and velars retain the non-labialized form character-

istic of word-final position, e.g. qahak^- 'dead' (cf. qahak^as 'dead on

the ground'), word final qahakj with incremental suffix qahakak 'dead

now'; (b) while glottalizing formative suffixes ('hardening suffixes', see

238) change voiceless fricatives to glottalized semivowels, glottalizing

incremental suffixes affect only non-glottalized stops; (c) Variable-length'

vowels in the second syllable of the word do not contract over a fol-

lowing ^, e.g., dicswi'^dk 'now cut through', cf. cicswa-s 'cut through

on the ground'; (d) certain final vowels which do not contract with ^

when a formative suffix is involved do so in the case of incremental

suffixes, e.g., hi'ls^atdK 'there at the door now', cf. hrls^ato^as 'there

at the door on the ground'.

Derivational suffixes fall into two important classes, according to

their semantic relation to the underlying theme

:

1. governing suffixes, which introduce a new central notion to which

the underlying stem or theme becomes subsidiary, e.g. capcLc

'canoe' + -o'^al 'see, perceive . . .
' > ^paco^al 'see a canoe';

2. restrictive suffixes, which introduce a notion that is semantically

subordinate to or coordinate with that of the underlying theme,

e.g. ^i'h 'large' + -qo*^a 'on a rocky point' > ^i-hqo-'^a 'large on a

rocky point'.

b. SPECIAL PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES AND THEIR SYMBOLS

Vowel contraction is regular whenever two vowels come together

without intervening consonant. The length of the resultant vowel

is that of the longest component, whether short, "variable" (see below),
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or long: s + s > s; s + v or v + s or v + v > v; 1 + s or v or 1 > 1;

s or V + 1 > 1. The vowel following the initial consonant of the stem

has a special rule, that the contraction product is never shorter than

variable; the fact of variable length is evident only when, through

reduplication, the vowel comes to stand in the third syllable of the

word, for the mark of the variable-length vowel is that it is short in the

third syllable or after, long in the first or second syllables, thus compare

^o^O'tah 'whaling' < ^o- + -aiah with reduplication of the stem,^o^(?^otoi^

'whaling here and there' with another reduplication to express the

distributive. The quality of the contraction product is o if one of the

component vowels is o (o + a or z or o > o; a or i + o > o), i if an i

but no is involved (i + a or i > i; a + i > t), a if both vowels are a.

But the quality of the stem vowel always prevails regardless of the

quality of the other component.

Contraction also takes place if ^ intervenes between short or variable-

length vowels except that the first vowel of the word cannot be so

contracted. If, by reduplication, the stem-vowel comes to stand in the

second syllable, it is often contracted provided the second vowel is

part of the stem or an inflectional (aspect) suffix, e.g. ma'^as 'tribe',

distributive matma'S. The quantity of the contraction vowel is

variable-length. The quality is that of the second component. Con-

traction over a semivowel sometimes takes place, but not consistently;

the quality is i if y or y is involved, o if ti? or t^ is involved, e.g., -mi^s

'moving about on the beach <*-7nay-is, haxho'la 'ceremonially dis-

playing wealth' < hawil 'wealthy'.

Other phonological processes are restricted to certain morphemes

which must accordingly be specifically marked. This is done by means

of a series of symbols, which are listed here along with brief statements

of the phonological peculiarities they represent.

^ vowel of variable length, long in stem syllable or in the second

syllable of the word, otherwise short, e.g. -na^k"^- 'having, pos-

sessing . . .
' in ^ona*k 'possessing it', dapacnak 'having a canoe';

caqf*c~ 'twenty', durative caqi'C, distributive cacaqic,

final which requires the insertion of ^ before 'softening' and

'hardening' suffixes, e.g. ^osL- 'in a location' -|- '-as 'on the

ground' > ^osf^as 'on the ground', + '-is 'on the beach' >
^ost^is (note ^osta^s 'on the surface' < -a^s). The inserted ^ in

such cases does not allow contraction of vowels, e.g. -s'^ato,- 'in

the doorway' + '-z7 'in the house' > -s'^aUPih

-(preposed) (e;g. -a^s 'on a surface') indicates formative suffix.

— (preposed) (e.g.—mar 3rd pers. indicative) indicates incremental suffix

(see above).
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>— glottalizing incremental suflBx, which changes non-glottalized

stops to glottalized stops, e.g. qahak 'dead' + '—aX 'now' >
qahaiak 'dead now'.

'- softening (formative) suflGbc, which changes voiceless spirants into

semivowels, e.g. Xo? 'good' + '-is 'on the beach' > Xoyis 'good

on the beach'. There is a ^ inherent in softening sufifaes, which
appears under appropriate conditions, e.g. \e^is 'standing on the

beach' < Xa- 'standing'.

'- hardening (formative) suffix, which softens and glottalizes spirants

and glottalizes all other consonants capable of glottahzation, e.g.

\ol 'good' + '-as 'on the ground' > ^oyas 'good on the ground',

non-contracting suffix whose initial does not ordinarily contract

with preceding vowels, e.g. ^aya- 'many' + '-,ath 'residing' >
^aya^ath 'many dwelling together' (contrast ^aya + '-as > ^ayas
'many on the ground').

h*- final h which is softened and hardened to w and t^ instead of

resisting these processes, e.g. H*h^- 'large' + *-as > '^i'thas

'large on the ground' (contrast qah^- 'dead' + '-as > qdlfas).

(?)-, {q)- movable final consonant which is lost before certain softening

and hardening suffixes, e.g. -a^no{l)- 'alongside' + '-is 'on the

beach' > -arnd^is 'alongside on the beach'.

(X) movable X, always connected with momentaneous aspect forms,

which is lost before glottahzing incremental suffixes, e.g. nuxtiii})

'fly off' + '-aX 'now' > nuUSi'^dk 'fly off now'.

-p-m- final -p, generally causative, which changes to -m- when
followed by a vowel, e.g. qahsa'p 'to cause to die', qahaa^mah

'I kill'.

i»- final I which is softened and hardened to w and tb instead of to

y and y, e.g. pisat-oV^- 'play-place' -|- ^-as 'on the ground' >
pisatoiLas 'playing place on the ground' (contrast Xoi- 'good' -|-

'-ds > \o'^as 'good on the ground').

-(^jA;*), -(c,A;*), -{y) movable suffix initials, which occur only under

certain circumstances, e.g. ~{6yk^)i*l 'making ... ' in ^olc^i^l

'making it' < ^o- 'he, she, it', ^ayad'l 'making many' < '^aya

'many', but toM-i'l 'making a trail' < iaS- 'trail'.

C. STEM mFIiUENCES

Certain suffixes induce changes of length in the stem syllable or

following ones, reduplication, or infixation. These processes are

s3rmbolized as follows:
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L lengthening of stem vowel, e.g. Xos- 'herring* + -rnvk'- [l] 'get-

ter of . .
.' > "Ko'Bmi'k 'getter, fisher of herring'.

s shortening of stem vowel, e.g. ^i*/i«- 'large' + -aqaq [s] *vcry,

great' > ^ihaqaq 'very large'.

L+s lengthening of stem vowel and shortening of the second vowel,

e.g. hint's 'carrying' + -O'^ok [l+s] > hi-niso'^ok 'carrying

along',

s+s shortening of stem vowel and of second vowel, e.g. ^o'^so-gX

'bad-tempered, brave' + -(?)^(? [s+s] 'very' > ^ohoqXaq 'very

bad-tempered',

R normal reduplication : the redupUcate syllable has the same con-

sonant and vowel as the stem, e.g. dapac- 'canoe' + -iok [r]

'resembling . . .
' > iadapdclcok 'resembling a canoe'.

B- reduplication with lengthened vowel, e.g. maX- 'tied' + -di [r*]

'attached to . . .
' > ma*ma\Si 'tied on'.

Rc, RT, R^, R't reduplication with infixed consonant c or <, e.g. XtTi-,

'red' + -{c,k)sol [rx+l] 'in the eye' > XtcXv/woi! 'red in the eye'.

B+L, R'+L, R'+s, R*c+s, etc., reduplication with lengthening or short-

ening of the stem vowel, e.g. nad- 'to see, look' + -t/o [r+l] sev-

erally' > nana'6yo 'severally looking'.

T iterative reduplication, as in nasqnasq-^ 'beat at intervals' <
nasq-f no^tno'l-^ 'to roll the hoop at intervals' < rwt-y iiKti-i

'throw at intervals' < ii-. Note the -X- infix with stems ending

in a vowel.

T* iterative reduplication with lengthening (used in forming the

repetitive), as in ci'qci'q-a 'speaking' < ciq-, ti'Mi'-ya 'throwing

repeatedly' < w-.

T'^ iterative length change. The first two vowels are lengthened

and the last vowel is long; all other vowels are shortened, e.g.

^a'^a^k'^almikSvl 'become getter of eight (animals) at intervals' <
^dKak'^al 'eight' + -mvk^- [l] 'getter of . . .

' + -H-l [t-^] iterative.

Trisyllabic words have either long or short second vowel, e.g.

mo'mvkSi'l or mo'tnikSrl 'become getter of four (animals) at

intervals'.

d. ABBREVIATIONS IN LISTS OF ELEMENTS

caus. causative it. iterative

d. durative m . momentaneous

inc. inceptive rep. repetitive

interj. interjection
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e. THE ASPECT SYSTEM

The aspect system consists of a set of categories based on two primary-

aspects, durative and momentaneous. The other aspects are derived

from these by processes which yield such speciaUzed forms as the incep-

tive, the iterative, the repetitive, the graduative. The derivative

aspects have definite meaning with reference to the aspect from which

they are derived. The durative and momentaneous aspects are rela-

tively independent of each other. Two classes of elements (stems and
suflSxes) may be recognized according to the general relation of their

primary aspects:

Class I : the durative is representative of the basic meaning of the

element. Sub-classes

:

(a) the momentaneous expresses approximately a transition to

the durative; e.g., d. qahak *dead\ m. qahSi{X) *to die'

< qah-; d. ya'cok 'walking', m. ya'c§i{\) 'to start off walk-

ing' < 2/ct'c- 'walking';

(b) the durative expresses the existence of an entity; the mo-
mentaneous, if used at all, expresses any action with or with

reference to the entity, e.g., d. ta'na- 'money', m. ta'na'q^{\)

'to give, bet, use money'; d. ^aya 'many'; m. ^aya6i{X) 'to

handle, give away, bet many' ; d. qo ^^as 'person', m. qo^acH{%)

'to act like a person, do something brave'.

Class II: the durative expresses a temporal extension of the action

of the momentaneous; e.g., d. imtx''a' 'circling about', m. 7nitxii{\)

'to make a circuit, turn about'. Both aspects seem to be equally

representative of the basic meaning of the element. Elements

which have no durative may be included as a sub-class, '-i(^) [l]

'to go for . . . ', wala-k 'to go there'.

The aspect inflection, applying to the word as a whole, is indicated

normally with the last morpheme in the word, so that the last element

alone is inflected. Some morphemes have no aspect inflection for the

reason that they are restricted to non-final position, e.g. -wisS- 'farther

up', used only with locative suffixes, as -tbisdis 'farther up on the beach'.

Some non-final morphemes are inherently momentaneous and make
the word momentaneous while taking suffixes of durative form, e.g.

'k'^ist- 'to move away from' + '-is 'on the beach' > -kHstis 'to move
away from the beach'.

To illustrate the meanings of the aspects and the most common
aspect formations, we give the aspect sjmopsis of mzix"- (class II)

'to turn, make a circuit'.
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A. 1. Durative mitx'^a' 'turning about, circling'

2. Inceptive mitxH 'di{\) 'to start turning about'

3. Graduated inceptive mi'ix^iSi(\) 'starting to turn about'

4. Pre-inceptive mi'txHB'KUi}) 'to start starting to turn about'

5. Inceptive iterative mi'tx^i6i-l 'to start turning about at intervals'

6. Repetitive mi'txmi*tx^a 'turning round and round' (emphasized

repetition)

7. Repetitive inceptive 7ni'tx7ni'txii{}i) 'to start turning round and

round'

B. 8, Momentaneous mitx§i{\) 'to make a circuit, turn'

9. Graduative mi'txH{X) 'making a circuit, turn'

10. Pre-graduative mi*tx§i\Si{X) 'to start making a circuit, turn'

11. Iterative mitxmitx§ 'to make a circuit, turn at intervals'

12. Iterative Inceptive mitxmitxS§i{\) 'to start in on a spaced series

of circuits, turns'

f. INCREMENTAL SUFFIXES

A. Enclitics

—Xa* 'again'

—^a'la 'always'

—^al plural subject

B. Non-paradigmatic Incremental SuflBxes

(This list is not complete, and it is possible that a few of the entries

are really formative suffixes.)

'

—

dK 'now, then, at the given time'

—(g)/i 'meanwhile' (sometimes used as a formative suflSx;

—

qh

used after vowel or Jf)—maqSiK 'constantly'

—tX, —X; —(y)ik future
—'^a 'q\ future intentive
'

—

i *k h3rpothetic future
—{m)it past
'

—

<U,
'

—

a-fi' passive; inalienable possessive
'

—

ap, *—am- causative
—Si^p, —di^m- indirective, 'to do something affecting, for the

benefit of, one'
—ok, —^ak alienable possessive
'

—

a 'h irrealis

—matak 'supposedly'
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—CO • 'possibly'

—qaHh 'pretendedly' (sometimes used as a formative suffix)

—fhinh plural

—^is, —^iC' diminutive
—sa, —sasa [sometimes l] 'just, only, precisely'

C. Selected Modal Paradigms

1. Absolutive 2. Quotative

(*I, it is said')

—we^^isi

—we^^incok
—we^^inco

'

—we^^in

Is.
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2 s.

P-

Ip.

15. 'Come' Imperative ( come

and . . .

3 obj. 1 s. obj. 1 p. obj.

'

—

i^k
'

—

i'^sak *-~4rnak
'—i^^iak

"—i^6aBak *
—PHrik

Is.

p.

2 8.

p-

3

s.

p-

8.

p.

8.

P-

16. 'Go' Imperative

('go and . . .
')

3 obj. 1 s. obj. 1 p. obj.

—CSO'

i^nak

g. INFLECTION OF PARTICLES

1. Subordinating

Particle

^anin

^anik

9ani

2. Contrastive

Cbut r)

^atenck

f

3. Inferential

(*it seems 10

hacsa

haiana, hadin

ha6ka

hacso'wa

haca

4. fc"a

Imperative Particles

come!' 5. dok^'a- *come!'

6ok'^a'^ cok'^e-Hkj cok'^a'iik

cok'^a-Hky dok^'e^H^k

6. ma ' 'here !' (said on giving or handing something to one)

ma*, me'^ik, mn'^aM(k)

ma'^(?)

7. wa'

wa'

wa'6

'is it not so?' 8. ne' 'say!'

ne'
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